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Stahl Sheaffer's Roadway Asset Management Program (R.A.M.P.) is a proactive approach to maintaining roadway assets that

maximizes the overall cost and schedule efficiency as well as the health of the network. The program includes:
  

1. Develop or align LRS
 2. Inspect & classify roadway conditions

 3. Predict future condition
 4. Define standard maintenance operations

 5. Determine priorities
 6. Develop maintenance budget/schedule

 

THE NETWORK LEVEL DIFFERENCE
 

A PROACTIVE APPROACH TO ROADWAY MAINTENANCE
 

R.A.M.P.
 

ROADWAY ASSET MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
 

What differentiates a proactive roadway asset management program from a reactive one is the introduction of

a network level. For many agencies, pavement management programs have resided entirely at a project level,

whereby in the spring of each year, roadway maintenance projects are chosen by one or a handful of

individuals based on subjective evaluations of the road conditions and maintenance needs. Those projects

would be put out to bid, completed, and then the cycle would restart the following spring.
 

This approach not only provides a more

objective and efficient way to select and

implement projects, it also reduces the  

risk of total roadway failure and  

overall cost...significantly.
 

This solution provides data for a comprehensive roadway asset

inventory and a 20-year roadway maintenance prioritization tool.
 

 

At the network level, all roadway projects can be evaluated and planned based on the impact to

the overall roadway network. A truly efficient and effective R.A.M.P. seamlessly ties together the

network approach with specific projects, each relying on information from the  

other to maintain relevance and provide the most effective use of funds and resources.
 



NETWORK LEVEL R.A.M.P.
 

STAHL SHEAFFER ROADWAY ASSET MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (R.A.M.P.)
 The integration of a network level R.A.M.P. allows organizations to plan for the future. The network level is where the overall health of the

network is analyzed, and annual budgets are calculated based on standardized maintenance options. Implementing network level R.A.M.P. does
not eliminate the need for project-level planning, but allows for proper funding levels to be established to meet the desired network health
goals. And it facilitates a proactive practice to address maintenance needs early, avoiding costly full road reconstruction.

 

Develop Maintenance Budget / Schedule
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Determine Priorities
 5

 

Define Standard Maintenance Operations
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Predict Future Condition
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Inspect & Classify Roadway Conditions
 

2
 

Develop or Align LRS
 

1
 The ability to uniquely identify and track each roadway is critical to managing the R.A.M.P. Stahl Sheaffer will use available roadway delineation data to

develop a Linear Reference System (LRS), assigning each roadway a unique LRS ID that allows attributes, defects, and assets to be related to that roadway

and for the roadway to be represented in GIS.
 

The second critical phase is understanding the health of each individual roadway and the overall roadway network. Stahl Sheaffer will perform roadway

condition inspections per ASTM D6434-09 and calculate the Pavement Condition Index (PCI) for each roadway. Mapping each roadway distress that exists

within your network and categorizing each by distress type and severity allows managers to view conditions from an unlimited number of perspectives.
 

Stahl Sheaffer will work with your existing deterioration model, or use any available historical pavement condition data and an anecdotal understanding

of your network pavement performance to develop a model to predict the future health of roads within your network. This model will form the basis for

maintenance requirements, scheduling, and cost predictions and will account for effect of repair and deferment.
 

Stahl Sheaffer will evaluate your past practices as well as the validity of alternate repair methods to produce a list of standardized repair options that

address each category of pavement deterioration. Stahl Sheaffer will review historical bid prices and apply expertise to estimate unit costs for each option

and define the effect of each of these options on PCI. These standard options will then be used to program future maintenance and estimate future budgets.
 

Stahl Sheaffer will work with your organization to develop criticality factors that define the priority of each roadway, ranking the roadways from highest

priority to lowest priority. The criticality factors will be independent of condition and will only change if the use of a roadway changes or your organization's

priorities change. This ranking will come into play when limited funds require the deferment of prescribed maintenance as an objective measure of the

importance of each project.
 

The top level of the network level R.A.M.P. is a maintenance prioritization tool consisting of a maintenance schedule and associated budgets. The tool

anticipates and schedules maintenance based on roadway condition, deterioration model, standardized maintenance operations, and criticality factors.

Different budgeting scenarios can be evaluated using the interactive tool. This is the ultimate destination of the network level R.A.M.P. and will serve as a

foundation for ongoing projects.
 

$500/ 
mile

 DEVELOPMENT & POPULATION OF THE ASSET MANAGEMENT TOOL 



PROJECT SELECTION  
AND MANAGEMENT

 

The annual selection and performance of maintenance projects based on a network roadway management plan facilitates measuring

the outcome of each project and ensuring it impacts the long-term success of the network rather than a short-term fix that may not be

the most cost-effective use of funds (refer to Figure A). Steps for successful projects include:
 

Maintenance  
Budget / Schedule
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Adjusted

 PCI
 Road A Flexible Base Repair

 

Road B No Repair
 

Road C Crack Seal & Sealcoat
 

79
 

91
 

83
 

$6,361
 

-
 

$3,606
 

92
 

87
 

91
 

1. Select Maintenance Projects
 

2. Develop Bid Documents
 

3. Perform Construction Management & Inspection
 

Stahl Sheaffer will work with your organization to optimize the budget provided by the tool. The process includes coordination with all other roadway

users to align schedules, geographically grouping similar projects, and maximizing constructability to achieve the best unit bid prices.
 

Once maintenance projects have been selected, Stahl Sheaffer will develop necessary bid documents. We will work with your organization to ensure all

interorganizational bidding requirements are met. Stahl Sheaffer will use data collected during the roadway inspections to develop estimated quantities

for construction. At your request, Stahl Sheaffer can also produce detailed location maps, plans, details, typical sections, and contracts using your

preferred standards.
 

Stahl Sheaffer will work with the successful bidder to coordinate schedules and ensure that Stahl Sheaffer personnel are available to answer contractor

questions during bidding and construction. Stahl Sheaffer will inspect workmanship and verify quantities during construction. Once construction has been

completed, Stahl Sheaffer will compile a comprehensive Construction Inspection Report containing all collected material tickets, inspection reports,

quantity verification tables, etc.
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